
HALIFAX, NS – GALAXIA Mission Systems, a leading innovator in the design and
development of modern computation hardware and software for small satellites, is
thrilled to announce its inclusion in the SoCal-Canadian Space Accelerator, led by
Mandala Space Ventures. The prestigious program, initiated by the Canadian Trade
Commissioner Service (TCS) with the support of the Canadian Space Agency (CSA)
and Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED), is set to
propel GALAXIA into new frontiers within the emerging new-space economy.

GALAXIA is one of the 10 carefully selected Canadian space startups chosen for this
two-month accelerator, aimed at supporting small and medium enterprises
looking to raise under $20 million USD and foster growth and expansion in
Southern California. The accelerator will commence on February 12th, followed by
an in-person pitch event in Los Angeles on April 4th and additional programming
at the Colorado Springs Space Symposium.

GALAXIA’s team is honored to be part of this esteemed cohort, contributing to the
evolution of space technology and forging meaningful connections and exposure
within the Southern California space ecosystem. The accelerator presents a unique
opportunity for GALAXIA to showcase its expertise in modern computation
hardware and software, advancing the company's mission to make real-time space
access simple, effortless and more accessible than ever before.

"We are excited to participate in the SoCal-Canadian Space Accelerator and
connect with key players in the U.S. space sector," said Arad Gharagozli, Founder
and CEO at GALAXIA Mission Systems. "This program is in complete alignment
with our vision of pushing the boundaries of space technology, and we look
forward to building lasting partnerships and contributing to the growth of the
global space industry."
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About GALAXIA
GALAXIA Mission Systems, is a Canadian-owned, space computation company, making

real-time space access simple, effortless and more accessible than ever before. Through

the development of innovative products and groundbreaking technology, GALAXIA is

redefining how data can be collected and processed from space and who has access to it.

Driven by their mission to democratize space, GALAXIA is disrupting current industry

practices by breaking down the barriers that small to medium sized businesses face and

paving the way with sophisticated technology and a unique pay-per-use business model. 
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